
Objective [1.2]-Notes 
Identify the “input” and “output” to a functional relationship including all relevant vocabulary  

(e.g. independent and dependent variables, domain, range).  

In every relationship that is going to be modeled mathematically by a function there MUST be an INPUT to the relationship and an 

OUTPUT.   To model the relationship properly and to communicate this properly requires that you identify or assign these roles to 

the two sets in the relationship.   Further you must be able to take statements made in English and interpret them correctly (or write 

them correctly).  Finally you should be familiar with all the additional words that are associated with or used in place of input and 

output so that when you see and hear them you know what they refer to. 

Ok consider this relationship as stated in English. 

There is a relationship between income and demand for iphones 

Can you identify the input and output?    

In English the convention is that the word or phrase after “between” and before “and” is the input,  income 

What  follows the “and” , demand for iphones, is the output.   

So it’s like this:   There is a relationship between <input> and <output> 

 

There are several alternative was in English to indicate the input and output of a relationship.  Here is a list of some, but surely not 

all.  Can you come up with others?    Notice that in some of the examples the input and output positions are reversed!!  

The <output> is a function of <input>   demand for iphone is a function of price 

<input> determines  <output>         price determines demand for iphones 

<output> is related to <input>         demand for iphones is related to price 

 <input> affects <output>    price affects demand for iphones 

<input> and <output> are related                   price and demand for iphones are related 

<output> changes in(with) <input>  demand for iphones changes with price 

<input> has an effect on <output>  price has an effect on demand for iphones 

--------------------------------------------- 

Related to identifying the input and output in a statement is some related vocabulary that can be used in place of the words “input” 

and “output” in different contexts.  

So here is a table of all the relevant vocabulary pairs and which word in the pair is associated with” input” or “output”.  I leave it up 

to you to find the context and actual mathematical definitions of these words (see links provided at class website).  You should have 

seen most of them defined in a previous course. 

INPUT 
Horizontal axis (on a Cartesian graph)  
Abscissa  
Independent Variable  
Domain 

OUTPUT 
Vertical Axis (on a Cartesian graph) 
Ordinate 
Dependent Variable 
Range 

 

BIG BIG SUGGESTION!!   Stop saying x to mean input and y to mean output.   This is ONLY true if those symbols have 

been brought into the context of a problem through functional notation.   Thus don’t say x-axis, say input-axis, or 

horizontal axis.   If the symbol x has formally been assigned to the input than by all means say x-axis, but if not then 

don’t.  This issue becomes of point of great confusion for students.  For example it can and does happen that y for gets 

used as the input symbol!! 



 

Finally 

Now that the word domain has appeared you should be aware of the difference between the natural domain of a 

mathematical function that will model a relationship and the restricted domain of that relationship.   The natural domain 

is considered to be the “biggest possible domain” of a function and that comes from the algebraic form.  For example 

the natural domain for any polynomial is all the REAL numbers (that includes linear and quadratic polynomials).   

 

Consider that relationship again 

There is a relationship between income and demand for iphones 

Say a quadratic polynomial models it.  The natural domain of the quadratic includes negative numbers since its natural 

domain is “all real numbers”.    Yet we wouldn’t want to let income be negative so we restrict the natural domain of the 

quadratic model function to positive real numbers when used in the context of the relationship,  [0, +∞].  We might 

want to restrict the higher end of incomes we want to consider as well.  How about people who earn up to a million 

dollars a year?  This gives us a restricted domain for the quadratic model function of  0, $1,000,000 . 


